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Du~I~(~ the past three years I have had the opportunRy of observing the
results of crosses between wild Mouflon sheep and sheep of the Black
Welsh Mountain breed. These crosses have been carried out on Lambay
Island, 0o. Dublin, the property of Lord Revelstoke. I wish to express
my very great indebtedness to Lord l~evelstoke for the unique opportunity he has provided, and for his great kindness in carrying out further
experiments and in furnishing information as to the origin and history
of the Nontton sheep on the island. I also wish to express my gratitude
to Nr W. Campbell, steward of the island, for all the trouble he has taken
in connection with the experiments, and for the great help that he has
invariably given on the occasions upon which the sheep were examined.
I. T H E

HIETOI~Y O F T H E

~{O'UFLON S H E E P AND TI~EII% OI{OSSES

The first pair of IXoldlons was purchased in 1906 from lVLrA. Jamraeh,
London. They were described as "Sardinian Notdlon" and said to have
been formerly in the possession of 0apfiain S]oane Stanley, who either
bought them from Mr Jamrach or bred them from other Mo~dtons which
he had acquired from him. Two females, bought about the same time
from a:tother sonree, died on arrival at the ])~$IN Zoological G-ardens
and so never reached La.mbay.
The first lamb, a ram, was born on the island in 1907, and in 1908
the same e~vegave birth to a ewe lamb, The original ram died during that
year. In 1909 a ewe lamb and a ram lamb were born, so that at that
time there were, in addition to the original ewe, two rams and two ewes,
all four her offspring. In 1910 a yotmg female Mouflon was obtained
from Nr 0. I{ambaud of Marseilles. This was described as having been
obtained in Corsica. During t h a t year two more lambs, one ram and
one ewe, were born, so that the stock was now three rams and five ewes.
After that date it was not possible to keep track of the additions to the
flock, but the numbers constantly increased.. During the war period
Jom'n. of Genetics xxv
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a number were shot, and subsequently the flock declined, until in the
autumn of 1927 two males only were left alive.
During the whole of the period described Lord ltevelstoke mainrained on the island a large flock of Black Welsh ~ o u n t a i n sheep. These
sheep at most times of the year roamed freely over the unenclosed
portion of the island, and although there was no physical bar, no single
cross-bred lamb was born until the spring of 1928, when t w e n t y appeared.
I t is a remarkable fact that over a period of twenty years, as long as
there were any l~ioaflon ewes alive, no single instance of mating between
the wild and tame sheep should occur, but t h a t during the first breeding
season when there were no 15~Iouflon ewes crossing should occm" freely.
It is an excellent example of the importance of the psychological factor in
species or variety crosses, as distinct from that in geographical or physiological isolation. After this breeding season one of the ln/Iotfl~on rams
died. In the spring of 1929 cross-bred lambs were again born. Before
the breeding season of 1929-30 the Mouflons finally became extinct.
II. T~:~ OO~T OO~OU.~ OF T~F~ NOUFLON.
In comparing the coat colour of wild. and domestica'~ed sheep one
important consideration must be borne in rcdnd. This is t h a t wild sheep
possess an outer protective coat composed of. extremely coarse fibres,
and it is these outer-coat fibres t h a t alone contribute to the general
appearance of the animal. The fine inner wootly coat is completely
hidden. On the other hand, in domesticated sheep the coat is almost
exclusively woolly. If the coarse fibres generally believed to be derivatives of the primitive outer coat are present in the fleece, t h e y are
concealed for the most part in its mass. The coarse outer-coat fibres only
contribute to the general appearance of tke adult animal as regards the
face and legs. They also contribute to the appearance of the lamb at the
time of birth should the lamb possess a coarse birth-coat. If witd and
tame sheep are crossed the coat of the cross-bred anhnals is predominantly
woolly. There is sometimes a development of a t h r o a t fringe and a
dorsal stripe, and sometimes the ventral stu'face develops very little
wool, so t h a t the coarse fibres m a y show up in this region. In general,
however, a cross-bred animal is woolly and not hairy.
Lydekker (1912) gives the following description, of the general appearance of the N m N o n coat:
In colour ig varies considerably, according ~o age and the season of the year. In
the summer dress of adx~tgrams the neck, shoulders, back, flanks, and ~he out~er
surface of the upper part o.[ the fore-logs ml.i[ thigh.s, are reddish fawn, 'wi~h an. ad-
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mix~m'e of black hob's, o1' reddish brown with a tinge of ashy grey. On the sides of
~he back is a quadi'angular area, or sadclle patch, of a yellowish white or whitish
eol0m'; and fl'om the base of the neck to the tip of the tail runs a dark brm~n or blackish
spinal stripe. The lower sides of the neck and breast, are blackish, and on the fl'ont
border of the upper part of the fore-leg is a blackish streak, a similar band framing
Mong each flank to divide ~he dark of the upper parts from the white of the belly.
The crown of the head and the sides of the face are blackish ash-grey; and a blackish
Uno exl~ends ba.ckwards from each angN o~ t~homouth, and unites wii,h its follow on
l,he throM,. The nmzzle, g ring ~:ound each eye, the inner surface of the ears, the lower
parl,s of l)he legs, h'om t~he lmses and hooks downwards, the 'buttocks, the borders
of the {;nil, and the whole of i)he m~der ]?arts are white; w~hile '5he i:rme:csides of the
limbs axe dh'gy gxey.
In the winger coat the whole animM becomes darker, the generM colmu' bending
to chestnut-brown, with a larger admixture of black. The spinal stripe, for instance,
is almost completely black, especially on the withers. Younger rams are brighter in
eolom" than the adults, with the hind part of the back light yellowish, and the upper
sm'face of the tall fa~-browm Ewes, although baferior in size, do not differ noticeably in eMom"h'om the rams.
This description applies of course to the effect p r o d u c e d b y the range
of colours exhibited a m o n g s t the outsr-c0at fibres.
Before describfag the colour types t h a t make up the outer coat, two
general featrcres t h a t a p p l y to m o s t fibres m a y be mentioned. I n the
first place t h e y t e n d to become lighter or even white proximally. I n
the second place there is a general t e n d e n c y for the short, v e r y fine,
w N p l a s h ~ip of the fibre to be black or very dark. This whiplash tip,
however, contributes v e r y little to the general coloration of t h e coat, and
in the following description this featt~re is n o t again mentioned. A n
examination of the outer-coat fibres reveals a considerable range of
colour t y p e s :
1. All win're.
2. All b r o w n or fawn, sometimes shading ot~ p r o x i m a l l y to lighter
b r o w n or. white.
3. Black dis~a]ly, shading to fawn proximally.
g. Black or v e r y d a r k distally, with a white sub-apical band, brown
proMmally.
5. Black or dark distally, with the white sub-apical band, and again
v e r y d a r k proximally.
6. Similar b a n d e d fibres, with the sub-apical p o r t i o n yellow instead
of white.
I t is the proporbion of fibres of these various t y p e s in different areas
t h a t determines the general appearance of the coat. F o r example, the
whitish s a d d l e area in the male is due to a considerable admixture of
1.-2
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white fibres, thongh by no means all are "white in this area. The dark
throat fringe and dorsalstripe depend upon a concentration of the type
of hairs which are black or very dark proximally.
The agouti fibres do not contribute to the general eololtr in the way
that the agouti fibres contribute to the appearance of the wild rabbit.
In the case of the rabbit, if the coat is parted, a succession of bands of
eolo~r with vaguely defined margins is seen, bat in the case of the
Mouflon the agouti fibres never appear to be present in sufficient numbers
relative to other types of fibres to give the appearance of banding to the
coat as a whole. The agouti fibres are entirely similar to the agouti fibres
found by Wassin (1928) in the birth-coats of some of his lambs.
The Mot~iton, therefore, does not show anything that could be described as a sharp or clearly defined pattern. The general impression is of a
mixtt~re of brownish, blackish, and white fibres, the general colottr being
brown, apart from such concentrations of black as the throat fringe and
the dorsal stripe. On the ventral surface and the other areas associated
with the characteristic pattern, the coat is white.
If the underlying fine inner coat is examined, no such complex range
02 eolour types appears. On those areas other than the characteristic
white areas the inner-coat fibres are a uniforlrt, not very dark, brown.
On the white areas tb.e inner-coat fibres are white. (This does not apply
to the saddle area of the male, which is merely whitish and not white.)
The general resemblance between the pattern of the Mouflon and the
pattern described in the fourth paper of the present series (1930) has
previously been stressed. A similar pattern is found in many other
Ungulates. If, however, the inner-coat fibres alone are considered, and
it is very probable that it is these that are really the homologues of the
fibres composing the fleece of the tame sheep, the resemblance would
be much closer. Instead of a rather vague, indeterminate colouring,
shading o:fl into concentrations over various areas, we should see, if the
enter coat could be removed, a simple brown and white reversed
badger-face.
Later in this paper, when the genetic results are discussed, references will be made to whether the ~otNon is a black or a brown sheep.
As regards its appearance, if the inner coat alone is considered, it is
quite definitely a brown. In the case of the outer coat, the total amount
of pigment that appears black to the naked eye is small in comparison
with the brown, pigment, and as has been pointed out is m d n l y confined to certain areas. Microscopic exa,ninai)ion provides additional
information. The outer-.coat fibres are of re].abively enormous diameter,
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and are made up of a thin cylinder of cortical cells enclosing a me&fllary
meshwork filled with aft'. In order to see the pigment by transmitted
light it/is necessary to section or to break up the fibre. If this is done in
the case of those hairs which appear black distMly the pigment granules
are seel~ to be brown, and not even a particularly dark brown. Coarse
fibres from the coat of the black domestieat~ed ghee>, i~x cases in which
Munching has not co(tarred, show if similarly trea,t)ed pigmenl~ granules
which, are black or Mmost black. Th.e dH~erenee is a striking mac. It is
possible that these fibres in the Mouflon look black distMly to the naked
eye because of their extremely glossy surface.
The question may fairly be asked how far inner and outer coats can
differ in colmtr and to what extent any such digerences complicate the
interpretation of the results of m'osses between types in which the general
appearance of the animal is determined by inner and outer coats respectively. It may be stated that in the case of self-black animals, and
~nthe black areas of animals that are partly black, there is little, if any,
difference. In self-browns and in the brown areas of parti-colotxred
sheep, there is also close similarity, except that the shade of brown
may. differ. Wild sheep probably represent in this respect an extreme
difference in the eolour of the two coats. In various, types of colmxred
sheep agouti outer-coat fibres may be fmmd, but in this case the difference between inner and outer coats is confined to the small band.
Probably the greatest difference is to be fmmd in some white sheep and
on the white areas Of some sheep showing a pattern of colm~r and white.
A description of this difference was given in the third paper of this
series (1928). The thresh.old for pigment formation appears to be lower
in the case of derivatives of the oxrger coat, so that it is possible to get
an animM in which a large proportion of the outer-coat fibres a,re
colonred, that is, are either black or brown, while the great ma,jorif,y of
the wool fibres are unpigmented. The distinction, however, is far from
absoNte, and 2g is to be noted that if most of the outer-coat fibres are
black, such pigment as is found in the wool is also black, while if they are
brown, so also is any pigment in the wool fibres brown. It will be seen,
therefore, that the task of interpretation need not present great di~celtics, especially as this last kind of diflerence is not involved in the
present series of crosses.
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III. ]~XPEI%I~ENTA]5 I%ESULTS.

During the years 1928-9 twenty-eight E 1 lambs were born, the father
in each case being a ~mdlon ram and the mother a Black Welsh Niountain ewe. Three colour types appeared, as follows:
15 self-blacks ;
8 black reversed badger-faces;
5 whites.
The lambs born in 1929 were all the offspring of one Mouflon ramonly, the other one having died before the breeding season. These 1929
lambs included all three colm~r types.
The blacks were in every way similar as regards colour to ordinary
black sheep. There was perhaps a tendency for their fleeces to turn rather
brown soon after birth, but the distinction was perfectly clear between
the colour of these lambs and that of the brown lambs described in the
fourth paper of the present series (1930). Some of them exhibited the
welLknown white pattern, that is, a white spot on top of the head and a
wl~te tip to the 'bail.
The whi~es gave the impression of being very white indeed. As
regards the fleece this may be due to the fact that the coat was predominantly woolly and that the wool was very fine. The face and legs,
too, were a very clear white. There was a little pigment on the nose, and
a slight tendency to develop small spots of colour on the face, mainly
confined to the skin, these spots appearing principally about the ears.
This is not am'prising when it is recalled that a dark muzzle and scattered
spots of pigment about the face are characteristic of the (white) Welsh
breed of sheep. The white Shetland crosses at Bangor tend to show the
same extreme whiteness.
The black reversed badger-faces were in every way similar to the
many Iambs observed by Prof. White and myself in connection with
our experiments at Bangor, and which are described in the fourth
paper of this series. Some of them were clear, sharply defined black and
white. In other cases the clearness of the pattern was rather obscttred
by the devdopment of parbi-coloured hairs in precisely the same way as
was described in the case of our Bangor sheep. It can be said, therefore,
that in no particN.ar that cotfld be discovered did the reversed badgerface lambs at Lambay differ either in eolour or in pattern from those
des(;ribed in the fourth paper of the present series. In that paper the
similarity was stressed between the pat~ern of the Niou~J.on and the
pattern of 'the expegm.e:ntmJsheep, bat of course there are d.iffermaces. In
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~he ]Kouflon are found eharacterlstic shadings, softenings and flourishes.
I n the =Fl's these featm'es have disappeared and instead is presented
the harsh, s h a r p contrast of the domesti.cated type. I t has abeady
been. pointed out t h a t this difference may be mainly a reflection of
woolliness of coat as opposed to ]]airiness. After two years, however,
l;here is a greater development of miter-coat fibres and m a n y features
of t,he Monllon colourJng appear.
In 193{} a small. .F,~was raised., The ram selected was reversed, badgerface. The resul.ts were as follows:
2 black ewes gave 2 blacks;
1 white ewe gave 1 black reversed badger-face;
2 black reversed badger-face ewes gave 2 black reversed badger-faces.
I n 1931 the same iv1 ram was crossed t o / v 1 and F~ ewes.
3 blacks gave 2 blacks and 1 black reversed badger-face;
2 b l a c k reversed badger-faces gave 3 black reversed badger-faces.
The same ram backcrossed to pure Black Welsh IViountain ewes gave:
13 blacks;
4 whites;
3 black reversed badger-faces.'
Owing to a mistmdersfianding the crosses daring the breeding season
1928=9 were not carried out in such a way as to yield definite information.
9 wo ~Vz rams h a d been kept, one a self-black and the other a reversed
badger-face~ a n d both were used together instead of separately. The
resul~ of crossing vari0us types of ewes to these two rams was as follows:
2/~1 black reversed badger-face ewes gave 2 black reversed badgerfaces;
2 pure Black Welsh ewes gave 1 black and 1 wJ]ite;
1 white ewe (from pure ]3lack Welsh flock) gave ]. black.
I n addition %0 these crosses two J~ ewes were crossed to a Black
Welsh Mountain ram. The result was as follows:
1 black ewe gave 1 black;
1 black reversed badger-face ewe gave 1 black.
IV. THE IlgTEP~PI~ETATIONOF THE I~ESULTS.
T h a t more t h a n one colour type should be obtained in an _F1 from the
Mouflon and ewes of this ]Black Welsh l~Iountain flock was antecedently
probable, when the' considerable amount of heterozygosity in the Black
Welsh Motmtain breed is recalled. In the first place it is known t h a t many
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Black Welsh sheep are heterozygous for the dominant black factor, t n
the case of the Lambay flock there are certain data t h a t permit a very
rough estimate of the anmunt of this heterozygosity to be made. In the
pure Black Welsh flock there were born in 1928:
131 blacks;
15 whites.
In 1929 there were born:
123 blacks;
9 whites.
In 1930 all the lambs were black, so that apparently daring that season
both the rams used happened to be homozygous.
If it is assumed that daring each of the seasons 1927-8 and 1928-9
one of the two rams was heterozygous for the black factor, the rough
estimate of the percentage of heterozygosity in the ewe flock would be
about 35. If it is assumed that all four rams were heterozygous the pereentage is .].7, and it! it is assumed that three of the four were heterozygous during the two years the percentage is about 25. It is probably
unlikely f/hat all four rams t h a t were used. during these two seasons were
heterozygous, and the higher percentage is likely to be a better estimate
than the lower one. In any case it is certain that a considerable number
of the ewe flock are heterozygoas, and that therefore in the crosses with
the ~lot~on a proportion of the mothers would not transmit the dominant
black factor to their offspring. In the/71 15 were black and 13 were not
black. The proportion of non-blacks is perhaps rather high, but the result
is one that could quite reasonably be anticipated on a basis of chance,
particularly as the total numbers are not very large.
Another type of heterozygosity is, however, to be expected in the
Black Welsh flock, namely, heterozygosity with respect to the inhibiting factor that in expression gives a white-fleece. In many
ordinary white flocks the appearance of coloured lambs of a recessive
type is by no means rare. In many such flocks an average of 1 per cent.
would not be unusual, and this would correspond, with large numbers,
to a heterozygosity of 20 per cent. For two reasons it is go be anticipated
that the heterozygosity is likely to be appreciably greater in the case of
the Black Welsh breed. In the first place as the sheep are black there is
no possibility of sdection in favour of the white factor, a process which
undoubtedly occuzs in while flocks. In the second place certain considera, I;hms relative to t;he history of the Black Welsh breed also make it
possible tha.t a high degree of 2heterozygosJty exists in regard go the white
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inhibiting factor. The Black Welsh breed appears to have been developed
by the selection of black inclividuals h'om ordinary Welsh 'flocks. Now it
is possible that many of these 9riginal. black sheep so selected were not
dominant black at all, but recessive blacks, and that dominant black
became the characteristic genetic type owing to tlhe fact that any homozygous dominant~ black ram would exhibit !'pre]?ote~ce" a:~ld would be
used as the fou.nda~)ion for line breedfl% This hypothesis is made th.e
more probable because all the Black Welsh flocks appear to 'be de/rived
directly or indbeetly ~hx)m one single :[lock. It is even possible that
individuaN exist in Black Welsh flocks which are really recessive blacks,
as they are qmte indistingNshable phenotypically. We should therefore anticipate that in a proportion of cases in which the Black Welsh
mother did not transmit the dominant black factor, she would not
transmit the inhibiting factor either. The type of lamb born in this
ease is the reversed[ badger-face. The backoross of the /~ reversed
badger-face ram to Black Welsh ewes confirms the results of the original
gross.

The result of the F 1 cross is therefore readily explained on the hypothesis that if the dominant black factor is present it is expressed; that
in the absence of the dom~nant black factor the inhibitor is expressed;
and that in the absence of both the F~ is a black and white reversed
badger-face. In the case of the dominant black factor there is some
further evidence. Portal (1923) states that the F 1 in a cross between
the Mouflon and the Piebald sheep, which type of sheep was shown in
the second paper of this .series (1926) also to be a dominant black, is
self-black.
There is olJy one dA%culty in the way of accepting this explanation,
and tha, C,is that no lamb with badger-face pattern appeared.. It is ~rue
that the factor responsfble for the appearance of badger-face pat~e:mt
appears to be widely distributed in ordinary Welsh Noma.tain flocks,
but the possfbility that during the formative period of the Black Welsh
breed many recessive blacks were in fact selected would partly account
for the badge>face factor not occurring fTequently in the latter breed.
And in any case the number of reversed badger-faces obtained was only
eight.
The F 2 is very small, but such results as have been obtained are
entirely in accordance with the above hypothesis. There is little to be
deduced from the various crosses made in 1928-9, but all the results
as far as they go are also consistent with the suggested, explanation.
It will be noted that no browns appeared in any cross. The numbers
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are however small and it was decided to mate the F~ ram to brown
Shetland ewes. The result was:
II blacks,

(Owing to a previous Soay cross, four of the Shetland ewes were
brown reversed badger-faces and gave lambs showing the pattern as
well as self-coloured, ones. Two were self-browns and gave two lambs
showing the pattern and one self-colonred.)
V. T H E GENETI0 CONSTITUTION OF THE I~I[OUI~LON.

These experiments make it possible to decide whether the ~/fol/ion
does or does not possess a number of colour factors t h a t have been
recognised in the sheep:
1. The ~Imflton does not possess the dominant black factor.
2. It does not possess the dominant brown factor, as had this been
present it would ]_lave appeared in the F 1.1
3. It does not possess the inhibiting factor t h a t gives the wNtefleeced condition.
t, It, does not possess the badger-face factor.
5. It does not possess those factors (described in the third paper of
this series (1928)) which give colom'ed or spotted faces and legs. This is
shown by the fact that the white Fi's were an extremely pure white,
apart from a small amount of spotting, considerably less than t h a t
fmmd in the white Welsh breed. These two factors are dominant and had
they been present must have been expressed.
6. It does not possess the factor found in the black-headed breeds,
such as the Persian black-headed type, as this factor in the heterozygous
state gives piebald.
7. It does not possess the dominant factor described by Wassin (1928)
which in a coloured sheep gives a white collar.
8. It does not possess the dominant factor or factors which result in
lambs being born grey instead of black (videAdametz, Dry, and Wassin).
9. It does possess the reversed badger-face factor.
There are therefore ten factors affecting coat colour in the sheep,
in. the case of which it is possible to give a definite answer as to whether
they are present or not in the lV[o~Lflon. In every case except one these
:[actors are not present. In. addition it; is possible to decide as to the
single factor all:[terence between recessive black and recessive brown. I~
1 'JJhe modificat)ion el" b o t h dominant~ a n d re,cessive blacks to b r o w n m.igl~g dopm~d on
the as,me f~ml~or. There is no evide, nce as y e t on I~hi~ point~.
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m a y be stated that since the publication of the fourth paper of this
series (]930), a recessive black-brown F.~ has been raised and gives a
normal 3 : 1 ratio. As recessive brown colour is at the bottom of a series,
it is impossible to ascertain the nature of the relationship between the
two co]ours; it can o~]y be stated that it is a single factor difference.
Th.e result of ~he cross wit]] the brown Shei',land therefore shows that
t/he Mouflon :is a :recessive black like the sheep of most ordinary breeds,
and not a brown like the Shetland. It is remarkable th.at; t;]:.te wi'ld
type shotfld in t.kis instance be recessive for Mm.ost everything, thus
zesembling the fowl rather than the mammals hitherto studied.
The factors concerned are not in general related to the special
peculiarities of particular types, but are some of the main factors that
are responsible in their expression for the common colour types found in
domesticated sheep. Almost all domesticated sheep possess at least one
or two of them.
There is one other factor about which it would be ~msafe to dogmatise,
and that is the dominant factor that prodnees a white spot on the top
of the head and a white tip to the tail. Some, but not all of the crossbred sheep possess this feature. This would appear to indicate that the
factor is not present in the l~{otxflon, but this characteristic varies so
much in its expression that it might be tmsafe to say that it is not possible
for a lamb to possess the factor without exhibiting s~dIieient white in
these regions to be recognised. I have observed this pattern represented
by only six white fibres.
The undercoat of the adult Mouflon is brown, but the genetic basis
of that coleus is dit~erent from that of the brown of the Shetland breed.
It was noted that, although the crossbred lambs were black at birth,
the colour tended to change as the lambs became older. The rapidity of
the change however varied. Some of the crossbred sheep were entirely
brown after two years. Until however the development of the coat of
the Mmflton is investigated., it is impossible to say how far such a change
occurs normally in the wild sheep.
VI.

T H E ]~OUFLOlg AS A W I L D TYPE~ AND SOME NOTES ON THE
COAT COLOUI~ OF OTHEI~ WILD SHEEP.

It is very generally held that of all wild sheep the h{ouflon is most
closely allied to domesticated sheep, and the opinion is often expressed
that it must closely resemble the primitive ancestral form, particularly
of the sheep of western Em'ope. At the same time it is by no means
certain that other types of wild sheep may not also exhibit other
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ancestral traits as compared with tame sheep. The Mouflon may fairly be
regarded as the wild type, but it becomes of interest to see how far
other wild sheep resemble the t\;iouflon in the matter of coat colour.
The systematic classification of wild sheep is rather complicated. Ill
general, however, all authorities would probably ag~'ee on a broad
classification of the true wild sheep into fern' groups. In addition there
are two aberrant groups that possess features that place them in some
respects mid-way between sheep and goats.

1. f~he Mo~o~z g~'ou2).
The Nouflon (Ovis ~)~usimo~) has already been described. It is found
in Corsica and Sardinia. The other representative of this group is the
Cyprian P~ed sheep (Ovis o~'ie~ztalis) which inhabits Cyprus, Asia Ninor
and Persia. As in the case of almost every o~her wild sheep, sub-species
and varieties of O. o~'ie~tcdis are recognised. The eolour differences between these varieties are, however, trifling as regards the very broad
attempt at genetical analysis advanced in this paper. In comparison
with O. m~simon, O. o~'ie~zt~lis is much more a m~iform reddish brown.
There is considerably less development of black outer~eoat fibres. As
in the Konflon the under coat is brown e.~cept in those areas peculiar
t;o t,he reversed badger-face patterrt, where it is white. The reversed
badger-face pattern is clear and definite.
2. The U~'id 9~'oup (Ovis vignei).
The various sub-species of this group have a wide distribution extending from the frontiers of Persia and Turkestan into the tIimatayas.
In gene~:al the colour of the sheep of the Urial group is paler than the
colon" of the ~ouflon, the pattern on the colotu'ed areas being less definite. The same types of outer-coat fibres are to be found, but show
less variation. All the specimens of O. v/cy~ei that have been examined
are clear reversed badger-faces, the under coat being brown and white
respectively in those areas characteristic of the pattern.
3. 2"he A~iqc~ligro~p (Ovis ammon).
The range of this species extends from Bokhara in the west to Nongolia and Kamchatka in the east. The colon" of the sheep of tl~is group
is even paler and less definite than in the case of O. v@zei. There is less
vari~bility, ~oo, amongst the hairs of the outer coat, which are in general
brown. The wool is brown. Owing to the paleuess of some of these sheep
it is a little di~.cu]t to be suxe whetl~cr or :not all the specim.e:as that have
t~een examined are reversed badger-faces as judged by their appearaJace.
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In the case of a specimen of Ovis ammon hodgsoni at the British 3/hmeum
(Natural History) there is, however, no doubt at all.' The pattern is perfectly clear. This is also the case as regards a specimen of Ovis am'men
sairensis, also at the British l~{useum. While, therefore, it is perhaps
doubtful whether or not all the sheep of this group are reversed badgerfaces, it is certain thai~ some representatives do exhibit the pati~ern.

4:. The, .B~[qho~w,.qrou19 (0vis canadensis).
The typical Bighorn is found in the higher noun.rain, ranges from
British Columbia to A.rizona. The sub-species of this group show wide
variation in colour. O. canadensis dcdg, from the upper Yukon district
of Alaska, has been described as pure white at all times of the year.
Specimens at the British Museum, however, show a very slight binge of
fawn. In northern British Columbia is found O. canadensis stonei, the
so-called "Black Bighorn." This last type is a very clear and definite
reversed badger-face. The black appearance is due to an admixture of
dark-tipped outer-coat fibres, but these fibres can hardly be described as
black. They are more an ashy brown. In between these two extremes
exists a complete intergrading range of eolours. One type which, however, is reeognised as an unstable phase, has been given the name
O. eanaclensisfannini, and the general effect in this case is grey. Another
member of the group, O. boreaZis, Clifton's Bighorn, is also a definite
reversed badger-face. In one specimen of O. canadensis daZli which
showed a certain ammmt of colmtr, the pigmented outer-coat fibres were
very few in number and were brown, tending to shade off proximally.
Brown wool was clearly to be recognised in a specimen of O. eanadensis
ccbnadensis. Again it is impossible to say that all the members of this
group are reversed badger-faces, but certain, types unquestionably are.
5. fI"he Arui or Barba,ry shee2) (Ammotragus lervia).
This is one of the aberrant types and is widely clistribtr~,ed in the
mountainous regions of northern Africa. The colour is a reddish fawn
all over, and there is no suggestion of reversed badger-face pattern.
6. The Bharcd shee2) (Pseudois nahura).
This is the second aberrant type. It occurs in the inner Himalayas
and Tibet (always above 1%000 feet). I~ is fawn in colour with a black
throat fl'inge, black stripes on the legs, and l~lack stripes dividing the
coloured area of the body from the white ventral surface. It definitely
shows the reversed badger-face pattern. There is a tinge of sla,tey blue
in the general brownish grey colour, this shade showing seasonal variation.
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The black markings are much tess striking in the case of the ewe. A
detailed examination of the fibres shows that m a n y of them that con-

tribute to the apparently black stripes are really a dark brown. The wool
is a dark brown.
Certain general conclusions emerge:
1. Apart from the Bharal, the Mouflon possesses the darkest and
most definitely patterned coat of any wild sheep. The outer-coat fibres
of all the other types show in general less variation and a paler range of
colours.
2. The trader coat of all types is either brown or white. In.no ease
is a black under coat found.
3. All the members of the Mot~ton and UriM groups show reversed
badger-face pattern. Certain members of the k_rgali and Bighorn groups
also show it, as does the Bharal. The Barbary sheep is sdf-coloured.
If, fherefore, with regard to the colonr and pattern factors described
in this paper, the Mouflon is accepted as the wild type, there is very
little reason to suppose that other wild sheep differ f~om the Mottflon
as regards these factors. This does not apply to the reversed badger-face
pattern factor, which may be absent in certain cases.
'VII. kox>row~c.'~rTs.
My very great indebtedness to Lord l%evelstoke and to Mr Campbell,
Steward of Lambay Island, has already been expressed. I am deeply
indebted to the authorities of the British Museum (Natural History) for
the excellent facilities placed at my disposal for the study of wild
sheep and for the photographs which were specially prepared and
which they have given me permission to reproduce. I am also greatly
indebted to the authorities of the ZoologieM Society of London for the
similar facilities provided for the study of wild sheep in the Gardens.
The photograph of a Barbary ewe and her lambs was taken by Mr O. W.
Bond.
Practically all. the data that have been published up to the present
in this series have been. obtMned from experimengs carried out at the
Farm of the University College of North Wales, Bangor, and I should
like to take this opportunity of expressing, I fear inadectuatdy , a very
great debt of gratitude to Prof. t~. G. White, and of recording the pleasure
it has given, me to co-operate with him over joint work. Nob only has he
maintained year after year a comparatively large flock of experimental
sheep, and that without any special financial provision, but he has taken
the closest personal interest in all. bra,~ch.es of the 'work. The results
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described in the present paper cmfld never have been interpreted except
~pon the basis of the information obtained from the Bangor experiments, experiments that have owed their inception and progress at
every stage entirely to his s y m p a t h y and enth~miasm.
VIII.

S~J~{A.~.Y.

1. A description is given of a:n. t~':tand of a ~mall Fz in (~rosses beirween
wild ]~/onfton sheep an,d Black W d s h 3{ou.rd;ain s.tmep, and also of a cross
be,tween t h e / f s and the brown Slle'~,land.
2. I t is shown that the wild ~{ouflon does not possess the following
nine factors:
The dominant black factor.
The dominant brown factor.
The white factor.
The badger-face pattern factor.
The two factors that give coloured or spotted faces and legs in a
white-fleeced sheep.
The black-headed pattern factor.
The factor for white collar in a coloured sheep.
The factor (or factors) which restdts in lambs being born grey
instead of black.
3. The Mouflon is a recessive black.
4. The Nm~flon does possess the reversed badger-face p a t t e r n factor.
5, Some notes are presented on the coat eolours found in other wild
sheep.
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OF PLATES
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PLiT~ I.
Fig. 1. Barbary ewe and lambs, Ammotragus lervic~. (Photo: C. W. Bond, Zoological
Society of London.)
Fig. 2. Corsican :~/louflon, O. musimon cL (Photo: British B[useum, Nat. Hist.)
Fig. 3. Sardinian ~J:ouflon, O. m~simon 6. (Photo: British iVIuseum, l\lat. Hist.)
PLITE II.

Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Cyprian red sheep, 0. orim~talis 6. (Photo: British 1Kuseum, 1V~t. Hist.)
Hodgson's Argali, O. stamen hodg~oni ~. (Photo: British h{useum, Nat. I-Iist.)
Lad~k Urial or Shape, O. vlgnei blyth ~. (Photo: British ~Iuseum, Nat. Hist.)
"Black" Bighorn, 0. (:anadensis slonsi 6. (Photo: British Museum, Na~. His~.)

]?ig. ], 8el{-black F i lamb.
Fig. 2. Black WeLsh ~ountMn ewe with two reversed badger-face .Fi l~mbs. The firs~ Fi
lambs born on Lambay.
Fig. 3. Black and white reversed badger-~aee _Fz ewe with her similarly eoloured ~2 lamb.
Fig. 4. Black and white reversed badger-face 2 i lamb.
:Fig. 5. t%versed badger-face of the type previously described (for comparison).
Fig. 6. He~d of whi~e F i lamb.
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